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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of partial differential, equations of evolution-equations with a 
distinguished time variable-centers on initial value problems, specifying 
the solution at a fixed time. In this paper we study a complementary problem, 
specifying the solution for all times at a fixed point in space. In contrast to 
the initial value problems, we need to specify an infinite number of derivatives 
of the solution. 
Consider the wave equation in 71 + l-dimensional space-time, q u(x, t) = 0 
where 
q ,_2?Y+fa”, j=l axj2 -g+A,. 
Because 0 is partially hypoelliptic in x1 ,..., X, , the restriction ~(0, t) is a 
well-defined distribution for every weak solution of q u = 0. The restrictions 
D,%(O, t) are similarly well-defined for each multi-index 0~. They may not 
be chosen independently, however, but must satisfy certain compatibility 
relations imposed by the equation q u = 0. Indeed, once D,w(O, t) is chosen 
then we must have 
n a2 c- 
jcl axj2 %"u(O, q = g DE(Lu(O, t). 
Now we recall the basic fact about spherical harmonics that every homo- 
geneous polynomial of degree k can be written PK = Yrc + 1 x /2Q1c-2, 
where Yk is a spherical harmonic of degree k and Qkd2 is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree k - 2. In view of this, if we specify Y&D=) ~(0, t), 
where Ykj is an orthonormal basis for the spherical harmonics of degree k 
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in n-dimensions, then all derivatives Dzan(O, t) are uniquely determined. 
Thus we are led to hope that the problem 
will have a unique solution under suitable conditions on the countable family 
of functions {fk,(t)}. I n analogy with hyperbolicity, we also expect that the 
solution at x ,, , t,, should depend only on thefkj(t) for ) t - to 1 < 1 x,, I. 
In Section 2 we consider this problem for a slightly more general equation 
Aa - A,u = Mu where x E Rn, t E Rm and M is a real constant. This equa- 
tion arises in the study of representations of pseudo-orthogonal groups, and 
the results of this paper will be used in a forthcoming work on that topic. 
Under the assumption that u satisfies certain norm conditions we give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for there to exist a unique solution, and 
we give an explicit formula for u in terms of fki which exhibits the hyper- 
bolicity. The norms on u in the case m = 1 are just the usual energy and 
related norms, and in the general case seem to be the natural generalization. 
The referee has kindly pointed out that the uniqueness part of Theorem 1 
has already been established by Masuda [l] in the case m = 1. 
In Section 3 we characterize all distribution solutions of au = Mu in 
terms of the data fkj . In Section 4 we give an improvement of a uniqueness 
theorem of Goodman [2] for solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation 
mu = Mu, M > 0. In Section 5 we study the free Schrodinger equation 
and the wave equation on a sphere, and obtain similar results. 
Other nonstandard problems for the wave equation have been considered 
by John [3,4]. However we are not aware of any references (other than [l]) 
to the problem we consider. Our original motivation for studying the problem 
was the landing on the moon of a single seismometer. However, as the referee 
has pointed out, before such practical applications could be considered we 
must study a different question: if the stationary observer measures only a 
finite number of derivatives, can anything be learned about the global 
solution ? We hope that our work will stimulate interest in this problem. 
2. SOLUTIONS OF FINITE NORM 
Let XER”, tER”. We consider tempered distributions in R” x Rm 
which are solutions to the equation 
Ap - A,u = Mu (*I 
for real M. We consider the three cases M = 0, M > 0, M < 0. In case 
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m = 1 and M = 0 we have the wave equation. In case m = 1 and M > 0 
we have the Klein-Gordon equation with mass di@. 
If u is a solution of (*), then its Fourier transform #( 6, T) must be supported 
on the surface 17 I2 - 1 5 1s = M. We parametrize these surfaces by variables 
(Y, f’, T’) where [’ E 5+-l, T’ ES “-landO<r < coforM>O, -M<r < co 
for M < 0, by setting 5’ = t/l 6 /, 7’ = T/I 7 1 and r = I 5 I. These surfaces 
are orbits of the group O(n, m) and the measure 
~~+“+~(r~ + M)-l/%@‘d+dr 
is invariant under the group action [5]. 
We consider not all solutions but only those whose Fourier transforms li are 
in certain L2 classes with respect to the invariant measure. We say u has finite 
a-norm 11 u /IoI if 
u(x, t) z j-j-1 eirx*f’ @-=-+f(r, 4’, () pn+m-2(t2 + J4)-1’2 d[’ dT’ & (1) 
for some function f(r, E’, 7’) satisfying 
11 u 11: = j-j-j l(r2 + M)“‘“f(r, f’, ?‘)I2 ~+“+~(r~ + M)-1’2 d5’ dr’ dr < co. 
(2) 
The expression for u must be interpreted in a distribution Fourier transform 
sense. In this Section we shall characterize the solutions with finite a-norm 
in terms of their data on the surface x = 0. 
Since we are dealing with weak solutions we must say precisely what we 
mean by an equation like ~(0, t) = g(t) w h ere u and g are distributions and u 
satisfies (*). Since (*) is partially hypoelliptic in x (see [6, Chap. 43 for 
relevant definitions and theorems) it follows that, for any p E C$&(P), 
I 
u(x, 2 - s) q(s) ds = u(x, *) * qJ 
is C”. Thus ~(0, 1) = g(t) means ~(0, *) * v = g * v in the usual sense for 
every 9, E C&@). 
Now let {Ykj} be a basis for the spherical harmonics of degree k in Rn 
which is orthonormal with respect to Lebesgue measure on Sn-i. We seek 
a solution of (*) which satisfies 
ylc3 (L) uto, t> = fkiW 
where the fki are given distributions. For the case n = 1 we may choose 
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{Ykj) to consist of {&, ix} which gives us the Cauchy problem. If 12 > 1, 
however, we are giving an infinite set of conditions in (w). 
THEOREM 1. The problem (*), (w) h as a unique solution with finite c+norm 
if and only if 
(a) M = 0: we have &i M$ < co where 
(b) M > 0: j&z) = 0 for 1 z I2 < M and &, Mi* < 00 where 
(C) M < 0: 2k.j Mij < 00 where 
M& = 
I 
Ifkj(z)12(l x I2 + 1 M 1)(3-n-m)/2-k I z Im-1+2a dz. 
R” 
In all cases 
We may write u explicitly as 
24(x, t) = (271)+-m c Ykj(X) 
k.l 
where the series converges in the c+norm. In the case M = 0 this fmmula may 
be simplified to 
u(x, t) = (27pfn-m) c Ykj(X) I x I+ 
k,i r 
lSl~l21 
fki(t - s) (1 - +)1’2(n-s)+k-1 ds (4) 
where the integral must be taken in a regularized sense if 
(n-m)/2+k-11-l. 
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Proof. Let u satisfy (*) and have finite or-norm. Then u has the form (1). 
Expandf(t, 5’, ) T’ in a spherical harmonic series in the variable =$‘: 
f (r, E’, 7’) = ;, v%(r, 7’) y&3 (5) 
We then have 
f&) = Yki ($) 409 t) 
= ik e-idr%%.+f (r, p, 7’) ykj(Q r@+m-2+k(r2 + &7-l/2 d$ &’ dr 
.k 
=2 e-i~/t2+Mt.r’pki(r, +) ,.n+m-Z+k(,.S + &4-l/2 &I d,. (6) 
because Y,,(S) are orthonormal. Thus fki depends only on vkj. We will 
invert relation (6) to obtain vkj as a function offkj . Then we can substitute the 
result in (5) and then (1) to obtain (4). In doing so we must handle each case 
separately. 
(a) M = 0. Let r~’ = x E Rm. We then have 
fkj(t) = i” I,, e-ie’tpkj(Z) 1 Z ln+k-2 & 
hence 
vkj(z) = i-“(%‘r)-” 1 X 12-n-k $ eiZ’8fkj(s) ds (74 
Rm 
by the Fourier inversion formula. Note that by the definition (2), and (5), 
we have 
(1 u II”, = 5 j-j- 1 vkj(r, T’)12 T~~+“+“+~ dT’ dr 
= ; j,, I Ikj(z) 1 z la+(n-2)/2 I  dz. 
Applying (7a) we have 
11 u IIf = 3 (2~)~~“’ I,, /fkj(z) I z Ia-k+1-n’2 I2 dz* 
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(b) M > 0. Let dra + M = p. Then 
fk&) = i" IyM j,,-, e- ____ iot.+Tkj(,,/p2 _ M, T’)(p2 - &f)lP(n+m--3+k) dT' dpe 
By the Fourier inversion formula we concludefkj(z) = 0 for 1 z 1 < A4 and 
jkykj( dp2 - M, 7-‘)(p2 _ M)l/2(n+m--B+k)pl-~ = 2 ( 
or 
ykj(y, 7’) = i-k(27r-my3-n-m-k(y2 + j)f)(m-1)12 
I eid\/cz+Mde7’fkj(s) ds. (7b) Rm 
In this case we have 
II u 11; =5 j j I P)kj(Y, T')l 2 yfi++2(y2 + M)a-112 & dy, 
hence 
11 u /I”, = 1(2~r-~~~ j j #-n--2k(~2 + M)m+a-3/3 1 jkj(+ + MT’)/~ dr’ dr 
kj 
= (2,,)-2m C ja- j /f;M.(pT’)]2(p2 - M)1/2(5-n-m)--kp2m+2cr--2 dT’ dp. 
kj d/M S”‘-’ 
Letting z = pi’ we obtain 
11 u 11: = (2~)-~“; j,g,,, Ifkj(z)12(l z I2 - M)1/2(3--n--m)-kl z m-1+2a dz. 
w-4 
(c) M < 0. By similar reasoning we obtain 
qkj(Y, 7 ) = i-k(2r)-mr3mn-m-k(r2 _ ( M I)(m-1)‘2 j,, &*P--JMl@+‘fkj(s) &, 
(7c) 
JJ u Jf = (27r)-2m 1 j j3kj(z)]2(] x I2 + M ])1/2~3--n--m)-k 1 z Im--l+la dz. 
k,j Rn 
0-w 
In all three cases we have established the necessity of the conditions on fkj 
for the problem (*), (w) to have a solution with finite a-norm. But we also 
have by (7), (5), and (1) constructed a solution of (*) with finite (Y-norm 
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satisfying (H) for any given fw satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
The uniqueness also follows from the construction. Thus it remains only to 
establish the more explicit forms (3) and (4). 
We shall make use of the following formula due to Bochner [7]: 
1 p-1 
@W ykj(e) dt’ = (2~>nP&k 
Substituting (5) in (1) and using (9) we obtain 
24(x, t) = C J/J eirs’C’e-i~/tB+Mt.r’~kj(r, 7’) Y,,(e) 
k.j 
x ~~+-~(r~ + M)-l/z dr dr’ dr 
x Yki(x) rn+m-2+k(r2 + M)-l/2 d$ dr. 
Substituting (7a, b, or c) we obtain 
24(x, t) = (27ry-m g yki(x) /I/ e-id/re+M(t-S)*r’r(r2 + &40(-2)/2 
= (2rr)n’2-m ; ykj(x) j-,fk& - s) 
X e-i&&k.+ -f,d2+k-1(’ 1 x 1) r(r2 + IM)oh2)/2 & dr 
(r 1 x l)nP+k-l 
The integral in brackets may be reduced by the substitutions p = 1/Ta + M, 
z = pr’ to 
This is of the desired form in cases (a) and (c). In case (b) we have the addi- 
tional assumption that j&z) vanishes in 1 x 1 < dj$j. Thus 
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provided J(z) = h(x) for 1 x I2 3 M. Since Jnls+k--l( ~GJ)/~/W”/~+~-~ is an 
entire function we may extend the region of integration in (10) to the whole 
of R* to obtain 
in all cases. To complete the demonstration of (3) we must show that the 
integral in brackets vanishes for 1 s 1 > I x I. This will follow from the 
Paley-Wiener theorem for distributions ([6, Theorem 1.7.71) provided we 
have for some constants c and N 
1 u(Ix~2(~lzj2 - M)) 1 < c(1 + 1 z 1)” e@l Irrn*/ (11) 
where U(w) is the entire function 
Now it is known that U satisfies 
1 U(w)\ d ~‘(1 + 1 w I)“’ ellmd/SI 
so it suffices to show 
Indeed if zi y & + ivi and (a + bi)2 = C q2 - M then ab = 5 * r] and 
b2 = I r] I2 + a2 + M - I f 12. Thus either b2 < 17 I2 or else I a I 6 
If I I 17 l/l b 1 < I 5 I hence b2 < 17 I2 + M. Thus we ‘may ‘take k = 4%. 
Finally to obtain (4) from (3) we use the formula [8] 
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3. WEAK SOLUTIONS OF q u = Mu 
We now specialize to the case m = 1. In this case we may use the classical 
solution of the Cauchy problem to extend the results of the last section to all 
weak solutions. 
We observe first that in (3) the individual summands are well defined for 
any fkj E 9’, because we have a convolution of fki with a distribution of com- 
pact support. The convergence of the series is a more delicate problem. 
However in the case n = 1 the series contains only two terms so the conver- 
gence problem does not arise. 
We will use these observations to show that locally any solution to 0~ = 
Mu agrees with a solution of finite a-norm. This is done by modifying the 
Cauchy data U(X, 0), z+(x, 0) outside a bounded region and then solving the 
Cauchy problem. To handle the case M < 0 we need the following technical 
lemma which shows that the vanishing of the Fourier transform on a bounded 
set implies nothing about the local behavior of the distribution. 
LEMMA 1. Let a, b be any positive reals. Given any distribution of compact 
support f vanishing outside 1 x 1 < a there exists a distribution F such that f = F 
in 1 x / < a and I’([) = 0 in / Q I < b. The extension may be given by a linear 
transformation which is bounded in any of the Sobolev norms 
Proof. Let 9) E 9’ be a fixed function chosen so that v(x) > 0 and @([) 
has support in I f I < 1. We will first extend f/v to the region R = 
{x : - 2a < xj < 2a) so that some of its Fourier coefficients vanish. 
Let 
ck = 
f(x> enik.s12a & 
R v(x) 
Let $k E C&*(R \ { 1 x / < a} be chosen so that 
&T@ enik’.z12a dx = 
R dx) 
6 
k,k’ 
for all k, K’ satisfying 1 k 1 < (2a/r)(b + 2). The distribution 
has the property that its Fourier coefficients vanish for I k I < (2a/r)(b + 2) 
and it agrees with f /p on I x 1 < a. 
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Now let G be the periodic (of period 4a) extension of g to Rn. Set F = pG. 
Then F = f in 1 x ] < a and it is easy to see that 
where 
dk = I, g(x) en(k’x/za. 
But by the construction of g, dk vanishes for 1 rrk/2a 1 < b + 2. Since Q 
vanishes in 1 5 1 > 1 we have Pvanishing in [ 5 1 < b as required. 
The boundedness of the operator f -+ F in the Sobolev norms is routine to 
check for integer 01 using the equivalent norms given by derivatives. For 
general 01 it follows by interpolation. 
Remark. Unfortunately, the construction we give does not imply 
]I F [IHa < c 11 f llHer for c independent of (Y. If we had such an estimate, which 
would follow if we could show for instance that I p(t)1 < c I f(e)/, then we 
could simplify and improve the results of this section. 
LEMMA 2. Let u E W(R*+l) satisfy q u = Mu. Then for any Y > 0 there 
exists a real 01 and a solution v of the same equation with Jinite or-norm which 
equals u in the region 1 x I + I t 1 < r. 
Proof. By partial hypoellipticity the Cauchy data u(x, 0) and u~(x, 0) 
exist as distributions. Since every distribution is locally of finite order there 
exists a real p and distribution f0 , fi supported in / x I < r + 1 with f0 E He , 
fi E H,+.., and u(x, 0) = f. , ut(x, 0) = fi in / x / < r. If M < 0 we apply 
Lemma 1 to makefa andf; vanish for I 6 I < -M + 1. Applying Theorem 1 
with x and t interchanged, we obtain a solution v with finite a-norm where 
(~=/3--SandCauchydataf,,f,.S ince the Cauchy data of y and v agree 
in 1 x I < r, it follows from the usual uniqueness theorem for hyperbolic 
equations ([6, 5.61) that u = v in I x I + / t / < r. 
THEOREM 2. Let u E 9’be any solution of au = Mu. Zf Ykl(a/ax) ~(0, t) s 0 
for all k, j then u 3 0. 
Proof. If u does not vanish identically, it must be nonzero in / x I + / t I < r 
for some r. But by Lemma 2 it agrees there with a solution of the form (3), 
with fkj obviously vanishing in I t ] < r. But from the form of (3) it follows 
that the solution vanishes in / x 1 + I t I < r. 
THEOREM 3. Every solution u E 3’ of q u = Mu is given by (3), where the 
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series converges in the sense of distributions and fkj satisfy the c&itions of 
Theorem 1 locally: for every T there exists (Y and Fkj such that fhj = Fkj in 
1 x 1 < T and Fkj satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 for 0~. The solution then 
satis$es (**). Conversely, given any such fkj E 9, (3) converges in the distribu- 
tion sense to a solution. 
Proof. Given a solution u, Lemma 2 provides a solution v of finite a-norm 
agreeing with u in 1 x / + 1 t 1 < Y. Setting 
Fki = Yki $ ~(0, t) 
( 1 
we have fki = Fkj in 1 x / < r and Theorem 1 gives the desired conditions. 
The convergence of (3) is thus locally in the a-norm which is stronger than 
convergence in 9. 
Conversely, given the fkj and Y > 0, let v be the solution given by Theorem 
1 with data Fkj . Note that in the region 1 x 1 + I t 1 < r, formula (3) is the 
same for fkj or r;‘,j . Theorem 1 asserts the global convergence of (3) for Fkj , 
hence we have the convergence in I x ( + I t j < r of (3) for fk. . 
The conditions on fkj in the preceding theorem to guarantee the convergence 
of (3) are not as explicit as may be desired. For example, in the case M = 0, 
we require that there exist extensions Fkj of fkj restricted to I t / < r which 
satisfy C i14ij < co where 
MEj = JI 13,,(~)1” 1 T I-(a+za) d[ 
for /3 sufficiently large. But the problem of estimating the best possible Mej 
in terms of fkj has been solved only to within a constant that tends to co 
ask-m. 
Nevertheless, for the case M = 0 we can give an explicit condition for the 
convergence of (3) in terms of the following norms: 11 f (J,.,-8 = sup(l(f,p)l : p 
has support in I t I < r and s ) $(T)]” I T 12@dr < l} where r, p > 0. 
THEOREM 3’. A necessary and sujkient condition for there to exist a solution 
u E 9 of q u = 0 for n > 2 satisfying (w) is that for each r > 0 there exist 
01 < 0 such that 
Proof. Necessity: Let u ~9’ satisfy q u = 0 and let fkj satisfy (M). 
By Theorem 3 there exist, .for every r > 0, Fkj extending fkj restricted to 
/ t / < T and such that 
z 1 1 P&)1” 1 T I-(B+2k) d5 < CO. 
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It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3 that we may choose /3 > 0. But 
11 fkj jlr,+ = I/ Fkj jjC.--(l because the norm depends only on the values of fki 
andFijinjtl <r,and 
ItFkj 9 V>l = Npkj 7 $>I 
d (I I 13,dT)12 
by Holder’s inequality. Thus 
l/2 
1 is 
l/2 
1 T I-2(8+2k) & I $J(T)\” ) T /2(P+2k) d7
z IIfkj C.-B-~ d z / I pkj(T)/” I 7 I-2(B+2k) dT < a* 
Sufficiency: Assuming C 11 fkj lif,a-k < CO we shall prove that (3) converges 
in the distribution sense in 1 x I + I t / < Y. 
Let0 <p < r.Ifg,hassupportin I tl dpweclaim 
Iifki * Y IILO: G c IIfki 1lf.ek 1 I ‘$(T)l” I 7 12k dT* 
Indeed if # has support in I t I < Y - p then (fkj * p, 4) = (fkj ,v c +) and 
p,*#hassupportinItI ,<r.Thus 
I(fkj * W $)I” < ilfki Il~.or--2k / i(P, * #>A(T)/2 I 7 \2k-20: dT* 
Now we claim 
1 l(p, * #J))^(T)12 ( 7 )2k-2a dT < C j- 1 c$(T)I” 1 7 12k dT j- 1 $(T)l” j 7 I-‘= dT 
where c depends only on Y. For by the Plancherel theorem 
Ilk- * ‘t+(T) 1 T Ik-= 112 = 11 P)k * #a 112 
where 
&k) = &z(T) Tk and &(T) = $6(T) I 7 j--(11. 
But vk = ik@) has support in ) t 1 <p < Y so // pkjll < cl1 vrcj12. Thus 
ll(‘T’*‘!+(T> I 7 Ik-= II2 < I/ pk I/I II +(x 112 .d c II ?k 112 11 h 112 
as claimed. Thus 
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hence 
I 
m 
= e-it7 Jn,l+k-l(l x I I 7 I) &, 
-m (I x 1 1 7 p+k-l 
I& 2(3-N/2-k 1 (n-3) /2+k 
r 
( 
y+g Ix1 
1-h ’ ) 
rzz 
0, 
andp = I x (. We can compute I( Fk /I2 explicitly as follows: 
/I 9)k 11; = ,-ym 1 $+)I” 1 T 12’ dT, 
ltl d 1x1 
ItI > 1x1 
m = 1 h&lP+k--l(I x I 1 ’ i) I2 I 7 12k d7, 
--m ([XI lTl)n+2k--2 
= 2 1 x I-2k-1 1,” Jn,2+k&)2 T~-* dr, 
1 x I-2k-T(n - 2) r(k + Q) = 
2 if 11 > 2, 
2”-3r ( ; - 1 1 qn - Q + R) 
(see [9, pp. 403-4041). 
Now for I x I = p < T tied, (3) becomes 
But we have 
u(x, t) = (2’+‘2-1 ; ykj(x’) pkfkj * Qk(p, t). 
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converges for each p. Thus we have the convergence of (3) in the distribution 
sense for n > 2. For n = 2 we must modify the proof slightly, considering 
11 vlcml 11s and getting convergence in the /I j/,.-9,E-1 norm. 
4. UNIQUENESS FOR THE KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION 
We have shown (Theorem 2) that any solution of q u = Mu vanishing 
to infinite order at a fixed point for all time must vanish identically. If M > 0 
and u is assumed to have finite a-norm we can improve this result: 
THEOREM 4. Let q u = Mu, M > 0, and suppose u has Jinite cu-norm for 
some real 0~. Then if u vanishes to infinite order at a jxed point and all time 
t < T then u must vanish identically. 
Proof. By translation we may assume T = 0 and the point in space is the 
origin. By Theorem 1 we must have 
fki = Yki (L) 40, t) + 0 
for some k, j or else u = 0. But by assumption fkj(t) = 0 for t < 0 and by 
Theorem 1 j&r) = 0 for 1 r 1 < M. This can only happen fkr = 0, for by 
the Paley-Wiener theorem fkj( 7 is analytic in the half-plane Im r > 0 and ) 
by the Schwartz reflection principal it can be extended to be analytic in the 
strip 1 Re r / < M. The vanishing offki on an interval in the interior of this 
strip then implies fki = 0. 
This is an improvement of a result due to Goodman [2] (see also Morawetz 
[lo]): if q u = Mu, M > 0, u has finite $-norm (energy) and u vanishes on a 
half-cone / x I < I t 1, t < 0 then u = 0. 
We also observe that the following result due to Lax et al. [ 11, Theorem Iv] 
is an easy consequence of Theorem 2: if q u = 0, u has finite t-norm (energy) 
and u vanishes when 1 x 1 < I t I then u = 0. Indeed any solution vanishing 
on the cone is given by (3) where fki are supported at the origin. The finite 
energy assumption (or any of a variety of additional assumptions) eliminates 
such singular solutions. 
5. SOME RELATED PROBLEMS 
We consider first the Schriidinger equation au/at = i A,u. A solution is 
said to be normalizable with norm 11 u/I if 11 u(*, t)l12 = II u II < co for any t 
(it is easy to see that II u(*, t)llz is independent of t). 
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Such a solution is of the form 
and II u II = (27F’ Ilf II2 .
We may apply the same techniques as in Theorem 1 to study the stationary 
observer problem (**). 
THEOREM 5. A necessary and sz@cient condition on fkj for there to exist a 
unique normalizable solution of au/at = i A,u and (M) is that&(T) = 0 for 
7<0and 
(2-n)‘2-k / f;cj(4j2 dT = (1 u (I2 < co. 
In that case the solution is given by 
u(x, t) = (27++1 g Ykh4 J;wf*& - 4 
1 ds ' (13) 
the series converging in L2(dx) for each t. 
Proof. Expanding f (5) = C v&Y) Ykj(c) we obtain, after changing 
variables ~2 = p, 
fkr(t) = 1 ik j: e-@%pkj(di) p(n+k-2)/2 dp. 
Thus by the Fourier inversion formula3,j(T) = 0 for T < 0, and 
vkj(t+) = 3 r2*-’ 
I 
o -m fkj(s) etTPs ds. 
Thus, IIf II: = g 1: I Pkj(‘)12 In-’ dr, 
(14) 
= & 1 j-m t”(2-n)‘2 1 .#k,b>l” 4, 
kj 0 
whence the necessary and sufficient conditions on fkj . 
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To derive (13) we substitute (14) in (12) and simplify, using (9). We leave 
the details as an exercise for the reader. 
COROLLARY. If a normalixable solution of au/at = i A,u vanishes to injinite 
order at a fixed point in space for an interval of time TO < t < TI then it 
vanishes identically. 
Proof. By translating we may take the point to be x = 0. If u + 0 then 
fkj S$ 0 for some k, j. But f&t) = 0 for T,, < t < TI and fkci(~) = 0 for 
T < 0 imply fkj = 0 as in Theorem 4. 
Finally we consider the wave equation on the unit sphere 
P-l={xER”:~xI = l}. 
Let x’ denote (x1 ,..., x,-r), and A’ denote the spherical Laplacian. We seek 
solutions of au/at = A’u given data at the point x, = 1, x’ = 0. 
Let {Yii(x’)} be a real orthonormal basis for the spherical harmonics of 
degreej in n - 1 variables. We shall consider conditions 
u(x~ t, = fji(t) for x’ = 0 x, = 1. (***) 
In what follows all page references are to Vilenkin [ 121. 
There exists a basis for the spherical harmonics of degree li in n variables 
of the form (see pp. 464467): 
Zkji = ~kj~P~F~-2)+3’(X,) Yjt(X’) for 1 x 1 = 1 
where j < k, 5” are the Gegenbauer polynomials, and ykji are constants 
(given in p. 467 (5)). 
In terms of this basis we can write an arbitrary solution to au/at = A’u as 
U(X, t) = C gkjiZkji(x) cos dk(n + k - 2) t + h&?h,i sin ‘k(n + ’ - 2)t 
kji dk(n + k - 2) 
(1% 
where gkli and hkji are constants satisfying the condition that for some real 01 
the seminorm I/ u [ IoL given by 
11 u 11: = C 1 gkji 12(k (n + k - 2))“+lj2 + I hkji 12@(n + k - 2)Y2 (16) 
kji 
k>O 
is finite (g, and h,, do not contribute to 1) u /Ia but contribute only terms 
g, + hooot o the solution). 
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THEOREM 6. A necessary and sujicient condition that au/at = A’u haoe 
a unique solution satisfying (w*) is that the fji be almost periodic distributions 
of the form 
fji(t) = c akji cos dh(n + h - 2) t + bkji sin ‘hln ’ h - 2)t 
d&z + h - 2) k 
(17) 
where akji and bki, are constants atisfying 
2 I &akji 12(h(n + h - 2)P+1’2 + I lgkdkii 12(h(n + h - 2))or-1’2 < co (18) 
for some real 01, where 
fikji = (cjykjiP&2”2+j( l))-l 
2jr 
( 
j+ 9) 
Cj = 
n-l ’ 
lh- ( ) 
The solution is then given by (15) with g,ji = pkjiakji and hkii = ~~jibkji . 
The solution may also be written 
X Ukji COS &z+&2)t+bkji sindh(n+h-2)t] 
dk(n + k - 2) 
or 
u(x, t) = 1 (Hj(X, , t) *Ai> c;‘Yji(x’) 
ji 
where * denotes almost periodic convolution in t and 
H&n, t) = C P~~2)‘2+‘(xn) P~~2)‘2+j(l)-1 cos v’k(n + h - 2)t. 
k>j 
Proof. The expression Y(a/ax’) Z(0) defines an inner product on homo- 
geneous polynomials in n - 1 variables. It vanishes unless Y and 2 have the 
same homogeneity. It is rotation invariant. Since the spherical harmonics of 
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degree j are irreducible under the rotation group, restricted to spherical 
harmonics of degreej, it must be a multiple of the usual inner product. Thus 
yji & ( 1 Y,,(O) = cj sj, &, . 
Applying this observation to (15) we compute 
fj&) = ; CjykjiP$T;2)‘2+j( 1) 
X 
[ 
gkji COS &(?I + h - 1) t + hkj, sin dh(n + A? - 2)t], 
dh(n + h - 2) 
hence fji must be of the form (17) with gkji = PkiiUkji and h,i = /?!kjib,, .
Condition (18) on gkj, and hkji then translates to (16). The other expressions 
for U(X, t) follow by direct substitution. 
It remains to compute cj . To do this we choose the spherical harmonic 
Yj(X’) = dj ( x’ 13 Pj(n-3)‘2 (&) 
where (see p. 467(7)) 
d,2 = il e - 3)(2j + n - 3) 
uj + n - 3)(n - 3) 
is chosen so that Yj has norm 1. Now (see p. 458 (3)) 
Y.(X)) = 01.x j + (II. 3 3 1 P-2 ( X’ (2x+2 1 + *** 
hence 
yj + ( 1 Yj(X’) = aj & l3 Yj(x’) 
since 
a 
( ) 
j-z&m 
Asm - 
ax1 
Yj(X’) = 0 
because Yj is harmonic. But 
a j 
( ) - 8x1 
Yj(X’) = j! (“j + aji-2 + a.*) = j! Y,(l, 0 )...) 0). 
Thus 
Y j ($) Yj(X’) = ajj! Yj(l,O,**., 0) = CXjj! djPj(n-‘j”(l). 
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Now 
2iP 
aj = dj 
( 
j +n$) 
j! r (q 
and 
qn-3+.II 
~Y-3)‘au) = k! qn _ 3) 
(see p. 461 (9)). Combining these formulas we obtain 
2*r j+T) ( 
n-l 
Cj = n-l * 
r2 ( 1 
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